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Sbriefs

Purchasing has been advised by the
Montgomery Ward Company that
some humidifiers sold from 1974to
March, 1977, may have hazardous
defects in them. If any department
has a Montgomery Ward humidifier,
it should contact purchasing to check
out the model and serial number to
determine if it falls in this category.

• ••

Those students, who are not attendiilg school during the Spring and
Summer sessions, are reminded to
begin looking for summer employment. The earlier you begin to
look, the better chances you have for
getting the job you want. Begin
talking to employers now and good
luck!

•••

The oral doctoral examination for
Gary L. Sullenger will be held at 9:30
a.m. Friday, March 31, in 3106
.Sangren Hall. His topic will be "A
Study of the Implementation and
Attitudes of Superintendents Towards
the Michigan State Board of
Education Four-Fold Role of a
Community SChool."

•••

If you are not looking forward to
Spring Cleaning this year, why not
hire someone to help make your
chores easier. there are many WMU
students who are willing and qualified
to do this type of work.· Call the
Student Employment Referral Service at 383-1806and let them help
solve your problem.

•••
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Aging Experts' Visit Western'
"New Programs and Services for in the U.S. Department of Health,
Older Persons," the second lecture in Education and Welfare (HEW):
Western's
gerontology
speaker chairperson of the Committee on
series, will be given from 1-4:30p.m. Aging, deputy director of the Officeof
Thursday, March 30, in room 105 Aging, director of the National
University Student Center.
Clearinghouse on Aging in the
The free, public event will feature Administration on Aging, and
three exPerts on aging: Dr. Wilma director of the training grant
Donahue, director ofthe International program.
Center for Social Gerontology
Ferguson will discuss "Programs
(ISCG), a private
non-profit and Services in Michigan." She is a
organization, Washington, D.C.; social worker with an educational
Clark ~b.bitts, speci~l assistan~ to the ba~kground in gerontology. She
COmmISSIoneron Agmg, Washington, tramed field staff as an adult com~.C.; and Elizabeth Ferguson, munity placement specialist with the
director of the Office of Services to - Michigan Department of Social
the Aging, Lansing.
Services (DSS). She has worked with
Donahue, former chairperson of the Citizens for Better Care and the
Michigan Commission on Aging, will Wayne County DSS and has pardiscuss "Programs and Services ticipated in a work-study trip to
Around the World." She taught at the Ghana and Nigeria West Africa.
University of Michigan until her
All three speakers have written
retirement in 1969; she was the first many articles and books on gerondirector of the University's Institute tology. Ferguson's book "Protecting
of Gerontology there. She was first the Vulnerable Adult''' will be
president of the Michigan Society of available soon. .
'
Gerontology; she is still honorary
The WMU gerontology series is
president.
partially supported by a grant from
She served ~s the technical director the Administration on Aging, HEW.
of the 1971WhiteHouse Conference on The final program in the series
Aging and as staff director for the "Retirement Income," will be held
post-eonference board. In 1970, she May 16.
received an honorary Doctor of
Humanities degree from Western.
The ICSG conducts international and
Honors College
national studies in the field of aging
and has a special interest in housing
Plans D.C. Trip
and related services for older people
Western students have until
and disabled adults.
"Programs and Services in the Wednesday, March 29, to sign up for
United States" is the title of Tibbitts' the fourth annual Honors College
talk. He was a pioneer in the semester break seminar trip to
development of the field of aging, Washington, D.C., April ~29; cost is
having organized and directed the about $140a person. ,
The Honors College is in Hillside
first National Conference on Aging in
West Apartments, phone 383-1787.
The
1950.
lfibbitts has held several positions seminaF limit will be 15persons.

Gary Center intramural gym hours
this coming weekend are as follows:
3-9 p.m. Friday; 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday; and noon-8p.m. Sunday.
Student Recreation Building hours
General Studies
this coming weekend are as follows:
8-10 p.m. Friday; 2-4 p.m. and 8-10 Subjects ranging from education to
p.m. Saturday; and closed Sunday. the environment will be discussed by
The poolwill be closed all three days.
12 faculty members of Western's
• • •
College of General Studies during
The name of Western's new ice "Jubilee Convention Days," Thurshockey coach is expected to be an- day and· Friday, March 30-31, alI
nounced late this morning.
here in Tl50Knauss Hall.
• • •
The Thursday schedule of speakers
University police have issued a and topics: From 9-9:45 a.m., Dr.
reminder that four campus parking Norman C. Greenberg, dean of the
lots are restricted around-the-clock college, "Contemporary Thoughts
for use only by faculty and staff. They About Higher Education" to open
are: Lot Tl, Moore Hall; Lot 49, Jubilee Convention Days; from .10
Sangren Hall; and Lots 2 & 3, East a.m.-noon,
Dr. Frank Gross,
Campus.
associate professor of social sciences,
"Intellectual Development in the
Art Awards Tonight
Undergraduate";
Dr.
James
Winning entries in Western's 1978 Ferreira, assistant professor and
All-Student Art Competition will be acting chairperson, humanities area,
named and honored during a public "Humanistic Education"; and Bruce
awards ceremony at 8p.m. Thursday, Haight, assistant professor of social
March 23,in Miller Auditorium. .
science, "Gonjawa WaariExercise."
The exhibit of student works, which
Also, from 2:30-4p.m., Dr. Michael
opened for public viewing on March Swords, associate professor of
13, will continue through Monday, natural science, "Close Encounters of
April 10. The auditorium exhibit is the Third Kind"; and Richard
open from 8 a.m.-6 p.m. Monday DePeaux, associate professor of
through Friday and on evenings of humanities, "Technology and the
performance.
Arts," following a 1-2 p.m. General

Observes Jubilee

Studies honors presentation.
Thu'rsday activities will close with a
non-western buffet in the SPACEarea
of Knauss Hall from 5-6:30p.m.
Friday's 'speakers and topics:
From 10-11:30 a.m., Dr. Charles
Houston, social sciences professor,
"The 'Environment Movement' as the
New Enemy"; and Dr. David
Hargreave, . associate professor of
natural science, "Environmental
Ethics: Real and Imagined"; from 12:30 p.m., Ted P. Bank II, associate
professor of social science, "Aleut
Eskimo Acculturatioh," and Dr.
Gilda Greenberg, associate professor
of humanities and social science,
"Living With Navajos at Ba-ha-li";
from 3-4p.m., Dr. Larry tenHarmsel
.
assistant
professor of humanities,'
"When is Race a Relevant Variable
for the Study of Personality?", and
Dr. April Ferguson, assistant
professor of social science, "Study of
Personality?"
Wine and cheese will be served at 5
p.m. Friday, accompanied by music
by the Society for Old Music in a sing
along.
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University
Establishes
Quiet Hours
A new University-wide policy
establishing quiet hours here in
Western's residence halls beginning
fall semester, 1978, has been announced by Mrs. Sally Pippen,
director of residence hall programs.
The policy states: "Beginning with
the fall semester, 1978,quiet hours
will be in effect in all residence halls
from 10 p.m. through 8 a.m. Sunday
through Thursday. During this time
period all sound must be contained
within
a
resident's
room.
Additionally, during the last week of
each academic semester or term,
beginning with Sunday evening, quiet
hours will be in effect on a 24-hour
basis.
"Noise levels at times other than
the above stated hours must be kept
at a minimum as determined by the
residence hall staff. Students who do
not control their noise levels, whether
or not quiet hours are in effect, will be
referred to the Officeof Judiciaries. "
According to Pippen, noise has been
"a nagging problem" in residence
halls for the past several years, and
the residence hall office is concerned
about providing an environment "that
complements the educational mission
of our University. Students should be
able to sleep and study without undue
distraction caused by high noise
levels."
Pippen said that there has been no
University-wide quiet hour policy, but
the University has previously
established about six individual
corridors in residence halls as official
quiet corridors, and students themselves have established quiet
corridors in several residence halls
through theirnouse councils.

Top Journaist
Reports on Carter
David Broder, Pulitzer Prize
winning
journalist
with the
Washington Post daily newspaper,
will give a free, public talk at 8 p.m.
Wednesday, March 29, here in 3760
Knauss Hall. His topic will be
"Washington Politics in the Carter
Era."
Broder also will speak to the
University community at 2:30 p.m.
Thursday, March 30, in the Faculty
Lounge, University Student Center.
He won the Pulitzer Prize in 1973for
distinguished commentary. He also
won American Newspaper Guild
Awards in 1961,1973and 1974.In 1972
a survey of journalists named Brode;
as the "most respected political
repor.ter in the country. "
His WMUvisif Is sponsored by the
political science department and
Visiting Scholars Program.
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Private Gifts Total $1.6 Million

Private gifts to Western during 1977
totaled $1,606,196,an increase of 35
percent over 1976, according to
Russell Gabier, assistant vice
president for alumni affairs and
development.
Gabier also told the WMUBoard of
Trustees during its regular monthly
meeting Friday (March 17) that
deferred gifts to Western through the
Planned Giving Services Office, such
as bequests and trusts, increased by
42.9percent over last year, for a total
of $1,592,804.

Private foundations and business
accounted for the major· share of
Annual Fund income, Gabier said,
noting that the $814,565received from
business and industry accounted for
51 percent of the to~al donated last
year; John O'Connor, director of
corporation/foundation relations, is
now engaged in designing and implementing a corporation/foundation
program.
"Encouragement for the future of
fund-raising at Western and evidence
of effective programming is provided

OT Workshop April 1-2
A workshop entitled "A sensory
Integrative
Approach
to the
Developmentally Disabled" will be
held Saturday and Sunday, April 1-2,
here in A-I00 Ellsworth Hall, cosponsored by the Kalamazoo-Battle
Creek District Occupational Therapy
Association and WMU's Division of
ContinuingEducation.
Limited to 60 participants, the
workshop is open only to those occupational, physical and speech
therapists with background information in the sensory integrative
theory. It will be taught by Patricia
Montgomery, registered physical
therapist,
and Eileen Richter,
registered occupational therapist,
both from the Child Development
Center, St. Paul, Minn.
They are co-authors of the recent
pu blica tion,
"Sensorimotor
Integration For Disabled Children: A
Handbook." Montgomery is a
graduate of the University of
Oklahoma and earned her master's
degree in educational psychology
from the University of Minnesota.
Richter holds a bachelor's degree in
occupational therapy from ~.
Catherine College, St. Paul, and 18

Swords To Discuss
'Close Encounters'

currently working toward an' M.A. in
maternal and child health at the
University of Minnesota.
Fee for the two-day workshopis $35,
which includes all sessions, a 6o-page
syllabus,
coffee and parking.
Deadline for enrollment is Monday,
March 27.
Registration begins at 8:30 a.m.
Saturday, April 1, with the opening
session scheduled for 9 a.m.
Adjournment is at 3:45 p.m. Sunday,
Apri12.
For additional information and
registration materials, contact Sue
Davidson, conference coordinator,
383-1860.

Man of 1,000
Voices To Visit

The Student
Entertainment
Committee is sponsoring MelBlanc to
conclude its winter semester lecture
series at 8 p.m. Tuesday, March 28,in
Miller Auditorium.
BIanc, 70, is sometimes known as
''the man of 1,000voices" because of
his voice characterizations of such
cartoon regulars as Bugs Bunny,
Porky Pig, Daffy Duck, Woody
Woodpecker,
Yosemite
Sam,
Sylvester the Cat, Pepe LePew, and
many more.
He also has been a successful
recording artist as his "I Tawt I Taw
A Puddy Tat" and "The Woody
Woodpecker Song" each have sold
over two million copies and his total
record sales on the Capital label is
over 12million.
Tickets are priced at $2.00 for
students and $3.00 for the general
public and are available at the Miller
Auditorium ticket office.

"Close Encounters of the Third
Kind," a review and examination of
scientific evidence that UFO and
extraterrestrial intelligence are a
reality, will be the topic at the free,
public Honors College Friday afternoon discussion series at 3 p.m.
Friday, March 31, in the Honors
CollegeLounge.
Dr. Michael Swords, WMU
associate professor of natural
science, will discuss the most spectacular cases reported, show slides of
possible UFOs and lead a general
discussion to include participants'
own "close encounters." He has both
a professional and a vocational inThe piano team of Ferrante and
terest in extraterrestria1life; he has Teicher will make an unprecedented
taught two honors seminars on fifth appearance at Miller Auditorium
"Science and Parascience."
at 8p.m. Wednesday, April 5.
Tickets are $6.50, $5.50and $3.50;
they
can be reserved by calJing the
Western News

by the 21percent increase in alumni
donors who contributed $191,471,a
29.2 percent increase over 1976,"
Gabier stresse<l. "Broadening the
donor base is absolutely essential to
increased giving in the future."
Among the new Alumni programs
Gabier cited were the Occu-Rap
program, which brings successful
alumni representatives from different professions together with
students on campus to discuss career
choices, and the Alumni College,
which will be sponsored for a week
this summer on campus for alumni
and their families.
According to Gabier, the University's major benefactor's group, The
President's Club, increased by 40.6
percent. Its membership now numbers 128and includes among its new
members five directors of the
University Foundation who joined
last year.
"A highlight of the 1977 Annual
Fund campaign was a four-week
student phonathon which originated
from campus enlisting the volunteer
help of 300students and area alumni
callers," Gabier said. "About $18,000
was pledged via this effort from
alumni whohad never given before."
Gabier noted that phonathons
utilizing alumni as callers were also
conducted in Grand Rapids and
Washington, D.C.
"The Grand Rapids phonathon is
particularly
noteworthy
since
proceeds pledged by Grand Rapids
area alumni were matched dollar for
dollar by Mr. and Mrs. Ray Weigel
and the Kysor Foundation of Grand
Rapids; the total raised amounted to
$10,607,"he said.

Dr. Samuel I. Clark, director,
Honors College, has been elected
president of the WMUFaculty Senate
to a one year term.
Re-elected vice president for one
year was Roger A. Bennett, associate
professor of natural science. A
recording secretary, corresponding
secretary and treasurer will be
chosen at the Faculty senate's dinner
meeting, ThursdaY,April6, when new
officers and 26representatives will be
installed.
Beatrice Sichel, library faculty,
was elected representative at-large.
Elected
as
departmental
representatives were: aCCOUDtancy,
Max Laudemen; blind rehabilitation,
Donald Blasch; business education
and administrative services, Earl E~
Halvas; chemistry,' Joseph M.
Kanamueller;
counseling center,
Louise Forsleff; counseling & personnal, Gilbert E. Mazer; dance,
Helen Brown; distributive education,
Jack Humbert;
education and
professional development, James
Armstrong; educational leadership,
Carol F. Sheffler;
electrical
engineering, Glade Wilcox; English,
David Pugh and John Cooley:
Also general business, Ahmad D.
Issa; health, physical education and
recreation,
Eleanor
Douglass;
history, Nicholas Hamner; instructional communications, Garrard
Macleod; libraries, Mary Taylor;
mathematics,
Erik Schreiner;
natural science, Roger Bennett;
paper science and engineering, David
Peterson;
psychology, Frederick
Gault; sociology, James Petersen;
special education, Dona G. Icabone;
and
transportation
technology,
Faculty Women
Herman Linder.
All departmental representatives
To Honor Retirees
will serve three-year terms except
The Faculty Women's Club spring Blasch, whoserves one year.
luncheon, scheduled for 12:30 p.m.
Re-elected
were
Halvas,
Saturday, April 1 in the President's Kanamueller, Forsleff, Mazer, Helen
Dining Room, University Student Brown, Sheffler, Bennett and
Center, will honor retiring women Icabone,
all as
departmental
faculty.
repreSentatives.
Among this year's retiring faculty
are: Mary Gillham, School -of
Cheerleading Clinic,
Librarianship, Elizabeth Lennon,
Tryouts Next Week
department of blind rehabilitation,
and Mildred Winslow, department
A cheerleading clinic and tryouts
of education and professional for all interested Western students
development in the Education will begin next week with registration
Resources Center, all assistant from 3:30-5·p.m. Monday, March 27,
professors, and Eleanor Walton, in 224Gary Center.
associate professor of communication
The clinic will be held from 4-5:30
arts and sciences.
.
p.m. Tuesday-Thursday, March 28-30,
in 128 Gary Center, and tryouts on
Monday-Wednesday,April 3-5.
Both men and women are invited to
try
out for 1978-79.candidates will be
ticket office, 383-0933.
taught
the required stunts and cheers
Ferrante and Teicher first teamed
during
the clinic, according to Leann
up in the 1950s when they were
Kemelgor,
coach and advisor ofWMU
students at the Juilliard School of
cheerleaders.
Music and began their careers as
classical pianists. Their first big
break came with their recording of
Present Medieval
"The Theme From The Apartment"
Drama
to Roundtable
which sold a million copies in just
three weeks. Followed closely with
"Saints and Players," a dramatized
their recording of "Exodus," their portion of the medieval drama about
postion as a. favorite concert and Mary Magdalen, will be given a free,
recording team was assured.
public presentation at 8 p.m. thursTo date, the piano duo has recorded day, March 30,in 3321Brown Hall.
some 109albums, sold many millions
It will be staged by the members of
of records and has won 17 gold Dr. Clifford Davidson's English
record awards in addition to playing classes for the meeting of WMU's
literally thousands of concerts.
Medieval Institute Round Table.

Ferrante & Teicher Return

Western News is published by the Information
Services Office, 3020Administration Building, 1921
W. Michigan Ave., Western Michigan University on
Thursdays during the fall and winter semesters,
6Xcept during examination and vacation periods.
Second class postage is paid at Kalamazoo,
Michigan 49008.
It was established by the University's Information
Services Office to disseminate news to the entire
University community. It is distributed free to
faculty, stafl, emeriti, members of the W.M.U.
Parents Association and friends of Western
Michigan University, and students may pick up
copiesat several on·campus locations.
Items to be considered for publication should be
submlned by noon Monday to the Information
Services Office, 3020 Administration Building,
telephone 313-0981. Martin R. (Joe) Gagle, Director;
and Patricia M. Coyle,AssociateDirector.
.

Texas Alums Gather
Western alumni living in Texas
have been invited to a dinner meeting
Saturday, April 1, at the Sheraton
Safari, Grand Prairie, Tex. Special
guests from Western's Alupmi
Relations Office will be Gary P.
Brown, director,
and Yvonne
Spaulding, assistant director.

Clark To Head
Faculty Senate
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East Hall on National Register

East Hall, the original building here
on campus, has been entered in the
National Register of Historic Places,
WMU Trustee Fred W. Adams annOWlcedFriday (March 17) at the
regular monthly meeting of the
University's Board of Trustees.
Adams told the Board that East
Hall was formally accepted for
registration by the National Park
Service, U.S. Department -of the
Interior, onFebruary 23.
"I am very pleased by this action
because this historic building means a
great deal to many WMU alumni,"
Adams said. "Also, East Hall now
qualifies for federal fWlding to
renovate and preserve it."
East Hall was nominated for listing
in the National Register in May, 1977,
by the Michigan History Division of
the Department of State and the State
Historic Preservation Review Board
because it was considered to be a site
of outstanding historic and architectural significance, Adams said.
The original East Hall was
authorized
by the Michigan
Legislature in 1903,was built in 1904,
and occupied in 1905. In 1907, a
gymnasium, pool and additional
classrooms were constructed, and
facilities for the Campus Training
School were built in 1909. A connecting unit was added in 1947.

Chamber Music
Concert March 31

The final program in this year's
Friday Night Chamber Music Series
will be presented on Friday, March
31. The Western Wind Quintet, a·
faculty-in-residence ensemble, will
perform this free public program
beginning at 6 p.m. .in Oakland
Recital Hall.
Members of the quintet will be
joined by faculty saxophonist Trent
Kynaston in a performance of a
recently composed, sextet by Leslie
Bassett. Other works to be performed
are Barth's Passacille and quintets by
Nielsen and Etler.
.
Members of the quintet are flutist
Charles Osborne, oboist Robert
Humiston, clarinetist Daniel Kyser,
bassoonist William Allgood, and
French hornist ConnieKlausmeier.

Historic East Hall
Western's First BuDding

Tuition Hike' Almost Inescapable'

Although Western's Board of mendations to the Board's Budget and
Trustees did not take any _formal Finance Committee, it is clear to the
action on 1978-79tuition levels at last Committee that some increase in
Friday's meeting, an increase was tuition and fees for 1978-79is almost
termed "almost inescapable" by inescapable.
Trustee Robert D. Caine, chairman of
"At the same time, the Student
the Board's Budget and Finance Services Committee is reviewing the'
Committee.
scope of program for the Health
His statement is as follows:
Service and the means by which this
"The President's Cabinet has been program can be financed to the end
Jazz Quartet
meeting over the past two months to that the student health program can
develop a General FWld operating be self-supporting (that is, without
Performs Wednesday
budget for 1978-79. Although the fWlding from the General FWld) in
The Western Jazz Quartet, a Cabinet will require the next two three to.five years.
faculty-in-residence ensemble, will months before it will be prepared to
"When the administration has
present a free, public recital at 8p.m. make specific budgetary recom- completed its work on these inWednesday, March 29, in Oakland
terrelated matters, the Budget and
Recital Hall.
Finance Committee will study the
February Grants,
According to Trent Kynaston, who
recommendations and recommend to
Gifts Total $361,130
plays reed instruments with the
.the Board tuition and fee rates for
quartet, the program will include jazz
February gifts and grants to 1978-79."
standards, "laidback," and con- Western totaled $361,130,according to
temporary numbers by such com- a report made Friday (March 17) to
Math Talk Today
posers as Wayne Shorter, John the University's Board ofTrustees.
Robert B. Wetnight, vice president
Coltrane, Thelonius Monk and Chick
"Computer
Assisted
InterCorea. Other quartet members are for finance, told the Board that grants pretations of Data Using Decision
Robert Ricci on keyboards, Larry amounted to $342,090an9 $19,039in Equations" will be the title of a free,
Hutchinson on bass and Michael gifts were received.
public mathematics colloquium at 4
Breakdowns are as follows: p.m. Thursday, March 23,here in the
Varner on percussion.
grants-public
service, $148,024; Mathematics Commons Room, sixth
plant operations, $102,957;research, floor, Everett Tower. Speaking will be
$60,275; instruction, $27,926; and Dr. Dalia Motzkin, WMU assistant
student aid, $2,908;and gifts-student
professor of computer sciencefinancial aid, $11,146; others, non- mathematics. Coffeewill be served at
cash, $5,064;and others, cash, $2,828. 3:30p.m.

,Instant InformatioD Line

Ot 383·G153

Trustees Propose
Room & Board
Rate Increase

Increases in residence hall room
and board rates and family housing
rental fees were proposed Friday
(March 17) by the WMU Board of
Trustees for the 1978-79academic
year.
In keeping with the Board's past
practice, the proposals were tabled
for one month.
Robert B. Wetnight, WMU vice
president for finance, told the Board
that the increases were needed to
offset increased utility costs and
wages, including student help salaries
that were just increased as a result of
higher state and federal minimum
wage levels.
While expressing regret that an
increase was needed,Trustee Robert
D. Caine, chairman of the Board's
budget and finance.committee, noted
that Western would still have one of
the lowest rates in the state.
Following are the proposed increases: residence hall room and
board rates, up $25 per semester to
$770;room only on the East Campus,
up $10 per semester to $285; and
rental fees for both furnished and
Wlfurnished apartments, up $6 per
month. The single room premium of
$1.50per day will remain Wlchanged.
A breakdown of the proposed 197879increases is as follows:
Period 1977-781978-79
Room Only
(East
Campus)
Sem. $275 $285
Room and
Sem.
Board
745
770
Elmwood and
Goldsworth
Valley,
1BRFurnished
Mo.
126
120
2BRFurnished
Mo.
139
133
1BRUnfurnished Mo.
113
119
2BR123
Unfurnished Mo.
129
Stadium Dr.-I
1BR
-Furnished
Mo.
130
136
2BRFurnished
Mo.
140
146
Stadium Dr.-II
2BRUnfurnished Mo.
140
146
Single Room
Premium
1.50
1.50
Day

Two Latin American
Lectures Here Monday
Dr. Clarence W. Minkel, professor
of geography and associate dean of
international studies and programs at
Michigan State University, will speak
Monday, March 27, at two, free,
public lectures
sponsored by
Western's Latin American studies
program.
"Impressions
of
Recent'
Development in Brazil" will be
presented at 3 p.m. in the Faculty
Lounge, University Student Center.
At 7:30p.m. in 311WoodHall, Minkel
will discuss "Promises and Pitfalls in
the Economic Development of
Brazil." He has lived in Venezuela,
Guatemala, Colombia and Brazil, and
has traveled extensively in all the
cOWltriesofLatin America.
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Zietlow To Serve
As Acting Dean

7 Faculty Members To Retire
Retirement with emeritus status
was approved Friday (March 17) by
the Board of Trustees for seven WMU
faculty members with a combined 154
years ofservice.
.
Retirees include: Dr. Elwyn F.
Carter, professor of music; Dr. Paul
B. Horton, professor of sociology;
Elizabeth M. Lennon, assistant
professor of blind rehabilitation; Dr.
Kenneth M. Macrorie, professor of
English; Thomas W. Null, associate
professor of business education and
administrative services; Eleanor
Walton, associate professor of
communication arts and sciences;
and Mildred M.. Winslow, assistant
professor
of education
and
professional development.
A 1935graduate of Alma College,
. Carter received a certificate from the
J uilliard School of Music in 1937,and
a master's and doctorate from
Columbia University in 1944and 1946.
Prior to coming to Western as head of
the music department in 1945,Carter
seryed as head of the music department at Trinity University in 1944.
He was promoted to professor here in
1965. His retirement is effective
December 31.
Horton, a member of Western's
sociology department faculty for 33
years, previously was an instructor of
sociology at Butler University, 194345.He is a 1939graduate of Kent State
University, and received his doctorate from Ohio State University in
1949. A widely-published author,
Horton's textbooks, "Sociology of
Social Problems" and "Principles of
Sociology," have been standards in
the field. His retirement is effective
April 22.
Lennon is a 1937 graduate of
Indiana University; she received her
master's degree from Columbia
University in 1947.Prior to coming to
Western as an instructor of special
education in 1968, she was an
elementary teacher of the blind in
Indiana, Massachusetts and North
Carolina, and also was an instructor
summers and part-time at Converse
College in Spartanburg, S.C., and the
North Carolina Department of Public
Instruction in Raleigh. Also, she
served for several summers as
director of the Montana Summer
School for Adult Blind in Bozeman.
She was appointed assistant professor
at Western in 1970.Her retirement is
effective April 28.
Nationally recognized as an author
on communication, English and
creative writing, Macrorie has
written over 40 articles and three
books, and he was the recipient of a
Cudney, Boothroyd
On D.C. Program
Dr. Milton R. Cudney, professor,
and Dr. Greg Boothroyd, associate
professor, both of Western's Coun. seling Center, will present a program
during the national convention of the
American Personnel and Guidance
Association this week in Washington,
D.C.
Their topic, "Defusing Fears and
Openingthe Door to Creative Living,"
is an outgrowth of their experience in
offering workshops designed to help
individuals eliminate self-defeating
behavior.

Carter

Ai

1

Null

Jf4

Macrorie

Horton

Walton

WMU Alumni Teaching Excellence
Award in 1968. A 1940 graduate of
Oberlin College (Ohio), he received a
master's degree from the University
of North Carolina in 1948and a doctorate from Columbia University in
1955.He joined Western's faculty as
an assistant professor of English in
1961 after serving as an assistant
professor of communication at
Michigan State University, 19~,
and as an associate professor of
English at San Francisco State
University, 1960-61.His retirement is
effective September 8.
Null came to Western in 1945as an
associate professor and coordinator
of office training in the department of
business
education
and
administrative services. He previously
was the coordinator of co-op experience at Monroe (Mich.) Senior
High School, 1943-45.Null is a 1935
graduate
of Ottawa (Kansas)
University; he received his master's
degree in 1937from Iowa University.
His retirement is effective July 30.
A 1931graduate of Albion College,
Walton received her master's degree.
in 1948from Boston University. Prior
to coming to Western as an assistant
professor of speech in 1965,she ,vas
director of theatre, 1958-61,and bead

Winslow

of the speech department, 1961-64,at
Kellogg Community College; was an
assistant professor and director of
theatre at Manchester College (Ind.),
1949-51;and taught at Grand Ledge
High'School, 1931-40,Eastern High
School (Lansing), 1940-43,and Three
Rivers High School, 1957-58.She is the
author of a book and several readers
theatre scripts. Her retirement is
effective June 21.
Winslow received
her
undergraduate degree from Cornell
College (Iowa) in 1939and a master's.
degree in librarianship from the
University of Illinois in 1944. She
taught in elementary and secondary
schools in Iowa and was a librarian in
Illinois before she came to Western in
1963 as an assistant professor and
Campus School librarian. She has
served as library coordinator at the
Educational Resources Center since
1969. She is active in several
professional
organizations.
Her
retirement is effective June 30.
The Board also recognized the
retirements of Gertrude Corwin,-food
service, University .student Center,
effective March 4; and Leslie Doxtater, custodial staff, effective March
31.

P@LICY 5TATEMNf:

The followingpolicy statement was approved March 17,1978,by the WMU
Board of Trustees:
"Western Michigan University has as its major responsibility the
development of optimum intellectual, physical, emotional and social wellbeing among student members of the University community. As a function of
this basic goal, the University will endeavor to provide health services of the
highest quality for eligible constituents in a courteous, efficient manner at the
least possible cost consistent with available resources.
"The University will endeavor to maintain a well coordinated and effective
health care program based upon an understanding of Western Michigan
University, its goals and objectives, its composition and resources and its close
relationship to the larger Kalamazoo community of which it is a part.
"Included in any health care program will be primary out-patient care for
students, mental health care, emergency services for students, faculty and
staff, a comprehensive sports medicine program, and a health education
service. The latter ~Ql complement the Unive~ity's academic program as a
positive influence on the health behavior of students both as individuals and as
active, future productive participants in a larger community. "In all deliberations cQncerningthe University's health care system, the
advice and counsel of students as informed, responsible consumers will be
given thoughtful and serious consideration. Their concerns are vital to the
development of pr-ograms and levels of service whichmeet their needs and will
justify their support. "

Appointment of an acting dean of
the College of Arts and Sciences was
among the personnel actions taken
Friday (March 17) by Western's
Board of Trustees.
Dr. James P. Zietlow, associate
dean since 1969,will serve as acting
dean through June 30, 1978. He
replaces Dr. Cornelius Loew,whowas
appointed
vice president
for
academic affairs in October, 1977.
A 1948graduate of the University of
Notre Dame, Zietlow received his
master's
degree from DePaul
University in 1949and his doctorate
from the Illinois Institute of
Technology in 1955.Prior to joining
Western's faculty in 1965 as a
professor of physics, Zietlow was
employed' at New Mexico Highlands
University, where he was head of the
department
of physics
and
mathematics and graduate dean.
In other action, the Board approved
a professional development leave for
Dr. Roger L. Cole, chairman of
modern and classical languages,
from May 13-Aug. 12, 1978.He will
examine municipal, legal and ecclesiastical records during the period
1560-1660,
in order to assess the role of
witchcraft in the social fabric of
village life in the Vallee de Munster in
Alsace, France. Cole has been a
member of Western's faculty since
1959 and has served as department
chairman since 1970.

Trustees Create
Attorney's Post

Western's Board of Trustees Friday
(March -17) created the post of
University attorney ·and authorized
President John T. Bernhard to'
recommend to the Board a qualified
person to fill that position.
The trustees'
resolution also
authorized Dr. Bernhard to recommend to the Board "a full-service law
firm to serve as University general
counsel."
Bernhard also was empowered "to
appoint, on an ad hoc basis, upon the
advice of the University attorney and
the University general counsel, an
attorney and/or law firm to represent
the University on any special legal
problems, which require legal expertise which is not otherwise
available. The appointment of such
special counsel shall be reported to
the Board of Trustees at its next
regular meeting."
This action was recommended by
the Board's ad hoc committee to
review the role and responsibility of
legal counsel. Members of that
committee were: RobertB. Wetnight,
vice president for finance, chairman;
Trustee Charles H. Ludlow of
Kalamazoo, chairman of the Board;
and Trustee John R. Dykema of
Grosse Pointe Farms, immediate
past chairman of the Board.
During discussion, it was pointed
out that at least five sister Michigan
institutions-U.
of M., Michigan
State, Wayne State, Central and
Oakland-have an in-house legal
counsel.
Faculty Recital Tuesday
Soprano Candace Goetz, instructor
of music, will present a faculty recital
at 8 p.m. Tuesday, March 28, in
Oakland Recital Hall. Admission is
free and open to the public.

••
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50 Faculty Re,search Grants Awarded
Fifty 1977-78 Faculty Research
Fund, grants totaling $101,510were
awarded Friday (March 17) by the
WMUBoard ofTrustees.
Recipients, their researcH topic and
the amount of their award are as
foll0\Ys: T. D. Argyropoulos,
asSOCIateprofessor of art, "Relations
Between the Topography of a Space
and Its Spirituality," $2,800;Donald
Blasch,
professor
of
blind
rehabilitation, "Center of Gravity
Relationships
in the Visually
Impaired,"
$583; Dr. Richard
Brewer, professor of biology, "Cross
Fostering of a WoodWarbler," $1,964;
~r. Alan ~. Brown, professor of
history, "John Graves Simcoe:
Loyalist Leader and Builder of
Canada," $1,800;
Dr. Mary A. Cain, professor of
education
and
professional
development, "A Valid Measure of
Sex:-role Stereotyping in Young PERCOLATOR CLUB-The presidents of Kalamazoo's four institutions of
Children," $2,325;Dr. John R. Cooley, higher education were featured speakers at this month's meeting of the
associate professor of English, "The Kalamazoo County Chamber of Commerce's Percolator Club at the
Garden in the Machine: A Study in Kalamazoo Center. Speaking on the activities of the Kalamazoo Council of
postmodern
Pastorals,"
$1,800; College Presidents, from left, were: WMU President John T. Bernhard
William M. Cremin, assistant co~cn chairman; Dr. John Lore, president, Nazareth College; Dr. Georg~
professor of anthropology, "The RalDSford, president, Kalamazoo College; and Dr. Dale Lake, president,
Ecology and Subsistence Pattern of Kalamazoo Valley Community College.
(WMUNewspboto)
the Schwerdt Site People," $1,800;
Curtis O. B. Curtis-8mith, associate
professor of music, "Microtonal
Compositions using the Five and assistant professor of anthropology, Kalamazoo County, Mich.," $2800'
Seven Temperament," $2,290; "Mapping and Surface Recon- Dr. Richard W. Pippen, ass~iat~
Dr. James E. Daniels, associate naissance at the Xochicaloo," $1,800; professor of biology, "Reproductive
professor of accountancy, "Impact of Dr. David G. Houghton, assistant Biology of Costus (Ginger Family) in
the New Jobs Tax Credit on Local professor of political science, "Citizen Belize, Central America," $1,095;
Employment Decisions," $2,023; Advisory Boards in Kalamazoo: An
Richard
de Peaux,
associate
Effectiveness Study," $1,800; Dr.
Dr. K. Kameswara Rao, assistant
professor of humanities, "Painting Michael E. Howard, associate professor of physics, 'The Study of
with a Video Synthesizer," $2,500~Dr. professor
of education
and Photoconductivity' and
Related
Stephanie
Demetrakopoulos,
professional development, "A Study Phenomena in Solids," $2,500; Dr.
associate professor of English, "An of the Parent and YoungChild's 'This- Joseph George Reish, assistant
Archetypal Analysis of the Image of Is-Reading' Set," $2,800;
professor of modern and classical
Woman in Milton's Works," $1,800;
Robert M. Hughes, assistant languages, "The Theatricalization of
Dr. John B. Dilworth, assistant professor of biology, "Sedimentary the Calas Affair," $1,800;Dr. Shirley
professor of philosophy, "A Realist, Diatoms and the Succession of Clay Scott, assistant professor of
Factual Approach to Scientific Eutrophic Austin Lake," $2,600;Dr. English, "In the Absence of Vision:
Knowledge," $1,950;
Alan C. Isaak, associate professor of The Poetics of John Keats," $1,800;
Stuart Dybek, assistant professor of political science, "Models and the Dr. Robert E. Shamu professor of
English, "The Coast of Chicago (A Process of Discovery in Political physics,
"The
Neutron-Nucleus
Novel)," $1,800; Dr. Paul Eenigen- Science," $1,800; Dr. S. F. Kapoor, Interaction," $2,515;J. Ronald Sides,
burg,
associate
professor
of associate professor of mathematics, assistant professor of geology, "Study
mathematics, "Integral Representa-' "On Homogeneously Traceable of Formation Dynamics of the Roofof
Graphs",,;. $1800 Dr Bruc e H . the
St. Francois
MountaI'ns
tI'Onsof AnalytI'CFunctions", $1800'
"
Dr. Robert William Felkel, assistant Kemelgor, assistant professor of Batholith," $2,750; Dr. Gerald L.
professor ·of modern and classical management, "Job Satisfaction as Sievers, associate professor of
languages, "Misogyny in Medieval Mediated by the Values ofSup-8ubord mathematics,
"Nonparametric
Italian and Spanish Literature," Pairs,"
$1,800; Dr. Peter W.· Methods for Multiple Linear
$2,300;Reginald Gammon, associate Krawutschke, assistant professor of Regression Problems," $1,800; Dr.
professor of humanities, "Mixed modern and classical languages, Wayland P. Smith, adjunct assistant
Media, Printmaking Techniques and "News from Abroad in the professor of industrial engineering,
the Arts of Body Decoration," $2,800; Newspaper of a Medium-8ized U.S. "'Fair' Rate of Return for Electric
Dr. Frederick P. Gault, professor of City," $1,950; Dr. David M. Lewis, Public Utilities," $1,800;
psychology, "Aggressive Behavior professor of sociology, "Marital and
Ronald M. Spatz, assistant
and Brain Enkephalin," $1,000; Dr. Work Sex Roles in Japanese Social professor of English, "FilmSeriesfor
Leonard C. Ginsberg, assistant Studies Books," $327;
Children," $2,800; Dr. Larry J. Ten
professor of biomedical sciences,
Dr. Jay Dahl Lindquist, assistant Harmsel, assistant professor of
"The Role of Glycosaminoglycaris in professor of marketing, "Child humanities, "Critique and TransMammalian Fertilization," $2,770; Attitudes Toward Television, Radio I '
Dr. Clare Rosett Goldfarb, professor and Print Advertising," $2,442',Dr. pati0trynof Contemporary Dutch
"Q
foe,"
$2,780; Dr. William N.
of E ngUsh,
uest or the Grail: Richard R. MacDonald, assistant Thompson, associate professor of
Archetypal Patterns in Henry James' professor of sociology, "Moder- political
science
"The
Novels," $1,800;Dr. John D. Grace, . nization and Sport in Spain," $1,800; Administration of Public Pension'
associate professor of geology, Dr. Michael E. McCarville, associate Plans in Michigan," $2,439; Dr.
"Effect of Iron on Phase Relations in professor of chemistry, "Kinetic Thomas L. Van Valey, assistant
the CU-8System," $2,465;Dr. Charles Study of Anthracycline Glycoside professor
of sociology,
"The
F. Heller, Jr., professor ofgeography, Reductive Cleavage," $925;Dr. Dalia Measurement Issue in Segregation
"Frontier Farming in Wakeshma Motzkin, assistant professor of Research," $1,800; Dr. Dale L.
Township, 1850-1880,"$1,800;
mathematics, "Computer Assisted Varble, associate professor of
Dr. Robert M. Henkels, Jr., Interpretation of Data Using Decision marketing, "Pricing by Regulatory
associate professor of modern and Equations," $2,630; 'Dr. Richard Commissions-Hickory
Corners,"
classical languages, "A Study of Passero, associate professor of $2,587;and John W. Woods,professor
Radio Plays by Robert Pinget," geology,
"Preparation
of an of English, "Creative Writing in
$1,800; Dr. Kenneth G. Hirth, Environmental Geologic Atlas of Poetry," $1,800.

Academic Personnel
Action Approved

Thirteen academic appointments,
two leaves of absence without pay and
the approval of a resignation were
among personnel actions taken
Friday (March 17) by We&tern's
Board of Trustees.
Appointed were: James E. Akers
adjunct assistant
professor of
geology; Avril M. (Clark) Bernzen,
Annamae Stanley and William R.
Zoerhof, adjunct assistant professors
M~ical
Techn~logy Program;
William X. KIenzle, associate
director, Center for Contemplative
Studi~; Kathryn Loew, adjunct
aSSOCIate professor of music'
Cleotilde Olayon Lo, Ronald
Mulder, M. Gary Robertson, Thomas
W. Townsend, Charles T. Vear and
Warren A. Wise, adjunct clinical
assistant professors, Physicians'
Assistants Program; and William G.
Tucker, adjunct clinical associate
professor, Physicians' Assistants
Program.
Leaves of absence without pay were
granted to Francis L. Gross
associate professor of social science'
August 28-April21, 1979,to work on ~
series of writings in the fields of
general education, the developmental
approach to learning as well as the
psychology of religion; and Kenneth
M. Macrorie, professor of English,
Aug. 7-8ept.8, for early retirement.
Resignation
by John P. Comaromi ,
.
aSSOCIateprofessor of librarianship,
was approved.

0:

.Miller Presents
Ragtime Concert
Music of old New Orleans returns
here to the Miller Auditorium stage
with the presentation of the New
Orleans Ragtime Orchestra at 8 p.m.
Thursday,M.arch30.
In the vein of the Preservation Hall
Jazz Band, the orchestra combines
the sounds of the ragtime era with the
best of the New Orleans jazz music.
The orchestra was founded by a
young pianistfrom Sweden, Lars Ivar
Edegran. Edegran organized the
orchestra to play the old ragtime
arrangements he'd found in the Jazz
Archives at Tulane University. Along
with another young man from
Sweden, clarinetist Orange Kellin, the
group includes some musicians who
studied and played with some of the
best of the original ragtime orchestras.
Music from the ragtime era will
highlight the program. It will feature
music from the pens of su~h composers as Scott~Joplin, "Dee Dee"
Pierce, Joe Jordan, James Scott and
James Lamb. Familiar titles will
include "Ballin' The Jack" "The
Pekin Rag," "Pineapple' Rag"
"Aft Y , G
""
'
~~" ou ve one., ,~ple,,~
Rag,
The Entertainer and High
Soc~ety."
:
TIckets are $5.00, $4.00an~ $3.00;
~ey can. be reserved by calling the
tIcket offIce,at ~3.
Horn Recital Thursday
French hornist Sally Gillette, a
senior from Niles, will perfonn works
by Eccles, Schubert, Richard Strauss
and Beethoven in a free, public recital
at 8 p.m. Thursday, March 30, in
Oakland Recital Hall.
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U1 Announces
Arena Finale

'-

University Theater has alUloWlced
the cast and production staff for the
final arena stage offering of the
1977n8 season, Paul Zindel's "The
Secret Affairs of Mildred Wild," to be
presented at 8 p.m. Wednesday
through Saturday, March 29through
April 1, in the Arena of Laura V. Shaw
Theater.
Appearing as MOOred,the wacky
movie fanatic, is popular area performer, Amy Jagodnik, Kalamazoo
sophomore. Her husband, Roy, will be
played by Brent L. Larson, Grand
Rapids jWlior. Carroll, the neighbor/butcher, will be portrayed by
Geoffrey L. Bryan, Wyoming senior.
Mildred's sister-in-law, Helen, will be
played by Teresa Stout, Hillsdale
senior.
_
Bonnie Dee Owens, Eaton Rapids
senior, will portray Bertha, the Wild's
landlady. Debra Riggs, Northville
senior, will appear as Miss Manley,
the television station representative.
Gail Lucht, Gobles sophomore, will
appear as Sister Cecelia. George
Pietrogallo, Battle Creek freshman,
will play Rex Bulby, the local TV
announcer.
Richard Wasylenko,
Kalamazoo senior, will portray the
construction worker.
Lyda Stillwell, associate professor
of theater, is directing, assisted by
Margaret
Gillespie, Kalamazoo
freshman, and Pamela Buchholz,
Pigeon senior. Set design is by Paul
D. Kelly, Jackson senior, with the
costume design by Geoffrey L. Bryan.
Assisting the designers are Becky
Benish, Manistee sophomore; Joseph
P. Grigaitis, Portage sophomore;
Brian Walters, Portage sophomore;
Joel Wright, Kalamazoo senior; and
Kathy Johnson, Wyomingjunior.
General admission tickets are $2
and available now from the Shaw
Theater ticket office from noon to 5
p.m. daily; noon to 8:30 p.m. on
performance nights. Call 383-1760for
reservations and information.

Personnel Department Memo
-

Paycheck Deductions
There are two types of paycheck deductions, volWltary and mandatory.
Voluntary deductions are deductions initiated and authorized by individual
employees. Mandatory deductions are those which are required legally.
The University is required by law to withhold State and Federal income
tax. The appropriate Social Security tax also is deducted. The University
contributes an amount equal to each employee's contribution for Social
Security tax. Social Security taxes are recorded by social security number;
therefore, it is critical that paychecks reflect an accurate social security
number.
The University Payroll Department will automatically make the required
deductions for State and Federal income taxes based on the employee completed W-4 form. Until an employee completes and files a W-4 form, the
maximum deduction will be withheld as required by law. Any changes in
exemption status requires that a new W-4 be submitted to the University
Payroll Department.
Voluntary deductions are based upon various factors and are processed on
the request and authorization of the employee. Deductions can include life
insurance, long-term disability and covered dependents hospital-medical
insurance premiums. (The University pays the premium for the employees'
share of hospital-medical insurance.) In addition to group insurance deductions, other voluntary deductions are based upon individual employee participation in programs such as: autolhome insurance, Wlionfees, savings
bonds, United Way contributions, season tickets for University athletic and
cultural programs and credit Wlionallocations.
Questions concerning paycheck deductions should be directed to the
University Payroll Office or the University PersolUlel Department's Staff
Benefits Office.

.

O,eninll

Siebert Speaks
In Yugoslavia

Dr. Rudolf J. Siebert, professor of
religion, will direct the second international course on "The Future of
Religion" at the Inter-University
Centre (ruC) of postgraduate studies,
in Dubrovnik, Yugoslavia, from April
3-21.
(
Twenty-five outstanding psychologists, sociologists, phenomenologists, phi!osophers, theologians and
historians of religion from the
Americas and Western and Eastern
Europe have been invited to participate in the course. Siebert will
speak on two topics: "From Benjamin's and Habermas' critical
theory of religion to Peukert's
theology. of commWlicative action"
and "From Parsons to Luhman: The
religious factor in social evolution."
&tudents from the United States,
Canada, Belgium, Yugoslavia,
Poland, HWlgary, Holland and
Germany will attend the course,
which was initiated last year by
Siebert. WMU is one of 80 member
universities of the ruc, an international Wliversity designed to
bridge the various cultures of the
world.
An article by Siebert, "Fromm's
Theory of Religion," recently was
specialist, Upjohn Co., Kalamazoo, published in "Telos 34."
will talk on "Production Resources
Planning: Man, Machine and Space,"
WAHP Plans
during a meeting of the WMUstudent
chapter, American Institute of
Industrial Engineers.
On Thursday, from 3-3:50p.m. in
Members of Western's Association
1110Rood Hall, during a session on of Hourly PersolUlel are currently
"Case Studies in Management preparing for their 13th annual
Science," Joseph Atkinson, senior Bosses' Day LWlcheon-celebrating
mathematiciBn, Upjohn Co., will "Seventy-Five Years of Working
speak on "Management Science Together" -to be held from 11:45
Applications: An Overview," and a.m.-l:15 p.m. Thursday, April 6, in
Michael Zenn, research operations the East Ballroom of the Student
manager, Whirlpool Corp., Benton Center.
Harbor, will talk on "Plastic Machine
For the past several years, the
Scheduling."
membership has extended eligibility
From 4:10-5p.m. Thursday in 1110 to attend this affair to all University
Rood Hall, Barry Simon, operations employees who would like to honor
research analyst, Miles Laboratories, their bosses or supervisors. The
Elkhart, Ind., will speak on "Using additional time needed to attend has
Statistics in Manufacturing Phar- been officially granted.
maceuticals," and Joseph D'Ippolito,
Pamela Miller is coordinating the
senior management scientist, Upjohn various committees; they are:
Co., on "Financial Modeling in a Marilyn Duke, decorations, Jeanette
Pharmaceutical Firm."
Fisher, hospitality; Helen Pressey,
Wayland P. Smith, WMU adjWlct reservations;
Rose Nydegger,
professor of industrial engineering publicity;
Virginia
Doornbos,
and a consultant with W.P. Smith and mistress of ceremonies and menu;
Associates, Three Rivers, will speak and Pam Miller, programs.
at 7:30 p.m. Thursday in the
Reservation forms have been sent
President's Dining Room, USC, on out in the campus mail to all clerical"Management Sciences in the Public technical personnel, members and
Interest," following a 6:30 p.m. non-members. If additional forms are
dinner and 5:15 p.m. social hour needed, they may be requested from
there.
Pam Miller, Honors College, 383-1787.
Cost of the social hour and dinner is Deadline for reservations is Friday,
$9 per person. Reservations for these March 31. The cost is $4.25per person
must be made before noon Monday, with a discoWltof $1.00per person for
March 27, with Joseph D'Ippolito, members of the WAHP.
Upjohn Co., 9902-41,Portage, phone
Ceramic Exhibit Opens
323-4255.The public is welcome.
The program is sponsored by TIMS
An opening public reception of
in cooperation with WMU.
recent ceramic work by Harris
Deller, assistant professor of art at
Campus Recess Friday
Southern Illinois University, CarWestern students, faculty and staff bondale, will be held at 8 p.m.
are reminded that WMU will be saturday, April 1, in Gallery II of
closed for recess on Friday, March 24, Sangren Hall.
but that classes normally scheduled
Deller will be present to meet and
for saturdays should be held as usual, talk with guests at the reception. The
according to Dr. Cornelius Loew,vice exhibition will continue through April
president for academic affairs.
20.

Industry Reps To Give Program
On Management Science Here

"OpportWlities in Management
Science-An Industry Viewpoint," a
free program by the Michiana
chapter, The Institute ofManagement
Sciences (TIMS), will be presented
Tuesday through Thursday, March
28-30, here on campus during
Management Science Week.
Dr. Franklin K. Wolf,professor and
chairman of industrial engineering at
WMU,said the program is intended to
educate and inform students, faculty
and the public about opportWlities in
management science.
From 4-4:50 p.m. Tuesday in 3)50
Industrial
and
Engineering
Technology Building, a session on
"The Master"'OfScience in Ope.rations
Research and ·Related Programs"
will hear discussion of graduate
programs for students with Wldergraduate degrees in mathematics,
statistics, economics, management
and engineering. WMU programs to
be discussed will include computer
science, math, operations research,
statistics and technology.
The listings below are currently
From noon-12:50p.m. Wednesday
being posted by the UQiversity in 2050 I&ET Building, Matthew
Personnel Office for regular full-time Adamczyk,
planning
systems
or part-time University employees.
Applicants should submit a Job
Campus Children
OpportWlity Application during the
posting period.
Have Carnival
Pharmacist, E-13, #78-092,10 month,
Health Center, posted 3/20-3/24.
A Spring Carnival will be held
Marching Band Directorl Admin- SWlday afternoon, April 9, for the
istrative Asststant, #78-095,Music, children in married housing here at
posted 3/22-3/28.
Western, sponsored by DraperAssociate Professor, #78-096,Schoolof Siedschlag House COWlcil.
Librarianship, posted 3/22-3/28.
Clown, games', prizes and cartoons
Engineer I Television, E-I0, #78-097, are plalUled; booths will include:
Division of Instructional Com- "Nerf in the Eye," ring toss and
mWlications, posted 3/23-3/29.
"Going Fishing." All activities are
Photographer, E-09, #78-098,News appropriate for ages 4-10.
Services, posted 3/23-3/29.
There is a limited admission of 40
The listings below are currently children, so RSVP is required. An
being posted by the University admission fee of $1.00 per child is
PersolUlelOffice for Bargaining Unit, requested for the carnival. transLocal #1668.
portation will be provided.
CustocUan, M-2, #78-03), Student
Interested families should contact,
Housing, one position, first shift, Nancy Krolikowski: 383-2447 (on
posted 3/'I:l-3/27.
campus).

Job

-

Annual Luncheon
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Living Room
Forum Series
Begins Here .

One of the objectives of the newlyorganized "Living Room Forums"
here at Western is to promote "a
sense of community" among faculty,
staff and administrators.
The forums-groups of 10-15people
from various areas of the University
who have an interest or expertise on a
common topic-originated with the
Academic Forum Advisory Board
(AFAB). Other goals of the "Living
Room Forums" are: to promote
dialogue among those from different
areas of the school, to involve both old
and new personnel, and, in the long
run, to foster new programs from the
discussions as the result of an idea,
concern or interest group.
Currently, according to Dr. James
Jaksa, associate professor of communication arts and sciences, who
heads the AFAB, volunteers are
needed to serve as coordinators for
the forums. They invite participants
to the meetings, help choose a topic to
be discussed, assist in finding a place
to meet, possibly serve as moderator,
and provide an infonnal report
following the session. Subjects for the
"Living Room Forum" may range
from "The Mission of the University"
to "Ethics in Science."
Those interested in taking part in a
forum or serving as a coordinator,
should contact J aksa-383-4089.

Bernhard on U.S.
Educational Mission

WMU President John T. Bernhard
is one of 13 United States college
presidents and chancellors invited to
visit Egypt and Greece this spring
(March 21-April6).
The invitation to visit Egypt was
extended by the Ministry of
Education
to the American
Association of State Colleges and
Universities (AASCU). The visit to
Greece is sponsored by the U.S.
Educational Foundation there.
Meeting with education and
university officials in the host
countries, the U.S. delegation will
review the latest developments and
needs of higher education with
specific reference to the globalization
of U.S. education and potential
collaboration with American institutions of higher education, explained Dr. Bernhard, who is a
member of the board of directors for
both the AASCU and the American
Councilon Education.
Dr. Alfred Moye, U.s. deputy
commissioner of higher and continuing education, will accompany the
delegation in Egypt.
Bernhard noted that AASCU
member institutions have many
common interests with higher
education in Egypt and Greece, including practical emphasis in teacher
education, engineering, technical and
agricultural education, economics,
political science, environment, allied
health and arts and humanities.
Mrs. Bernhard will accompany her
husband at personal expense. No
University funds will be expended for
his trip.

National Research
Economist Here

An economist active in the fields of
money, banking and credit-Dr. Anna
Schwartz of the National Bureau of
Economic Research (NBER)-will
present a free, public lecture at 8p.m.
Wednesday, March 29, here in 3750
Knauss Hall.
Her talk is the final one of the
winter semester in the "Seminars in
Economics, 1977-78"series on the
theme "Monetarists and Keynesians:
How Far Apart Are They?,"
presented by WMU's economics
department.
Schwartz, on the NBER senior
research staff, also will give an afternoon seminar from 3-5p.m. in 3760
Knauss Hall for faculty, graduate
students
and
undergraduate
economic majors.

Student Judiciary
Committee Has Openings
Applications for the 1978-79Student
Judiciary Committee willbe accepted
until 4:30 p.m. Wednesday, March 29,
here at the University Judiciaries
Office, 2110 Student Services
Building.
The committee, comprised of
students, is a hearing body for any
student who is charged with violating
the WMUCodeof Student Life.
Applications may be picked up in
the University Judiciaries, Student
Services, and Foreign Student and
Minority Student Services offices,
residence halls and from the
University Student Center Board.
Dahlberg Elected

To ISA Post
Dr. Kenneth A. Dahlberg, associate
professor of political science, was
elected to the executive committee of
the International Studies Association
(ISA) at its recent annual meeting in
Washington, D.C. Previously, he
served on the governing council for
two years as chairperson of the
Environmental Studies Section.
At the meeting, Dahlberg presented
a paper, entitled "An Evaluation of
Research Strategies for Developing
Appropriate ,Agricultural Systems
and Technologies," which was the
outgrowth of a 1976 WMU Faculty
Fellowship. !SA is a multidisciplinary
association of approximately 2,~
members with affiliates in England,
Japan and Poland.

Griffin Gives Paper
Dr. Robert J. Griffin, associate
professor of Spanish, will deliver a
paper at the annual meeting of the
Classical Association of the Middle
West and South, Thursday, March 30,
at Houston, Tex. His presentation,
"Latin in Your High School:
Enlightening the Community," will
demonstrate
an approach
to
publicizing the value of Latin study
developed through an experimental
project in the Parchment school
system.

Sex Series Continues
"Interpersonal Relations in a MaleFemale World" will be the subject of
Dr. Shirley Woodworth's free, pubJic
lecture at 7:30p.m. Thursday, March
30,here in 204S.tl.!dentCenter.

Campus Watch
Bulletin #9

McCracken Hall was the site of a
theft last week as three triple beam
balances were stolen. The balances
were taken from a chemistry lab
where they were chained down to a
table. The chains were cut during the
theft.
A student was the apparent victim
of a pickpocket in the Administration
Building last Friday while waiting in
line to turn in her class schedule. The
coed had her purse hanging from her
shoulder during which time 'it is
believed someone unzipped it and
removed her wallet. The wallet
contained $5 in cash along with
miscellaneous papers and identification cards.
A one dollar bill, altered to
resemble a 10 dollar bill, was
discovered at the USC Bookstore last
week. The bill was altered by having
the corners of a 10 dollar bill taped
over the corners on the one. A student
detected the altered bill when she was
given it in change at one of the cash
registers. All departments handling
money on a regular basis should be
alert for this type of alteration in the
future. Any discrepancies should be
reported
immediately
to the
University police.
The theft of fire extinguishers is a
continual problem in dormitories,
classrooms
and
administrative
buildings alike. The University police
are asking for your cooperation in
reducing this ptoblem which costs the
University literally thousands of
dollars each year. Become aware of
the extinguisher locations in your
area and call and report any missing,
discharged or damaged equipment.
Any person seen removing extinguishers should be reported at once
to the University police, 383-1880.

Trustees Hear
Senate Report

Since the advent of collective
bargaining for faculty here at
Western in 1976,the Faculty Senate
has been in the process of rebuilding,
Dr. Donald Brown, Faculty Senate
president, told the WMU Board of
Trustees at its regular monthly
meeting Friday, March 17.
Among the consequences of the
rebuilding, according to Brown, are:
a set of revisions to the Faculty
Senate constitution, which will soon
be presented to the faculty for
ratification;
a comprehensive
revision and restructuring of the
curriculum review process, with
recommendations given to the vice
president for academic affairs; and a
consideration of the Rules of Conduct
for faculty, soonto be presented to the
Trustees.
Also, Brown said, the Senate is in
the process of establishing five
committees to attack issues of critical
concern to the University. Theseinclude: institutional responses to
projected enrollment decline; spring
and summer session utilization;
admissions and standards; student
retention; and academic programs
for the underprepared student at
Western.
- "So, you see, the Faculty Senate is
alive and well," Brown concluded.

<DPolicy
Statement

The University has been requested
by APA to restate its position
regarding membership of' eligible
administrators
in the
APA
organization. The University is
completely neutral in this matter.
Individual membership in APA of
eligible employees is neither encouraged or discouraged. Each
employee is free to choose to belong
or refrain from belonging to APA. No
University benefits or privileges are
conditioned on membership or lack of
membership in APA.
(President's Office,3/16/78)

Parallel Issues
Call for Help

The staff of Parallel, the learning
referral service, would greatly a~
preciate a phone call from all those
people who were registered with
Parallel last fall and during the
current winter semester.
Parallel needs to know who is going
Jo be in Kalamazoo for the spring and
summer so as. to make correct
referrals
for new registrants.
Students, faculty and staff who will
remain on campus during spring
and/or summer are invited to share
their interests and skills with other
members of the community through
Parallel's unique matching service.
Thus far, Parallel has more than
300 people registered in over 350
topics. For more information, call
383-1994.

Two Discuss Living
'In Other Countries
Experiential living opportunities in
foreign countries will be the subject of
two free, public talks next week when
representatives from two major international program organizations
visit the WMUcampus.
David Cordell, director of academic
study abroad programs at the
Experiment in International Living
(ElL), Brattleboro, Vt., will speak on
the numerous student opportunities
offered by ElL during the summer or
full academic year at 3:30 p.m.
Wednesday, March 29, in 200Student
Center (USC).
Martin Tillman of the Lisle
Fellowship, Rockville, Md., will
speak on the educational programs in
intercultural human relations offered
by the fellowship at 1 p.m. Friday,
March 31,in 204USC.
For more information about these
organizations and others dealing with
international living, contact Eleanor
Krawutschke, WMU foreign study
coordinator, 2117 Student Services
Building-phone 383-8181.
Speaks in West Berlin

Dr. Carol Payne Smith, associate
professor
of education
and
professional development, is a guest
of the European Academy in West
Berlin for a six day seminar this
month on "Political and Educational
Change in the Federal Republic and
German Democratic Republic."
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Western Dance
Wins Recognition

•

..

"Entrelazar,"
a new dance
choreographed by Wendy Olson
Cornish of Western's dance faculty,
has been selected to be perfonned by
five students in the WMURepertory
Dance Company April 30 at the
American College Dance Festival at
OhioState University.
It was first perfonned here on
campus at the 10th anniversary
celebration of Miller Auditorium last
January. It will be staged again
during the dance department's annual alumni scholarship concert at 8
p.m. Friday, March 31, in Miller
Auditorium.
The WMU students are one of only
eight collegiate dance troupes chosen
to perfonn at next month's festival
from among 47 judged around the
nation. Members are Mona C.
DeQuis, Franklyn A. Folino, Debra J.
Holzkopf, David B. Morris and Vicki
L. Shumaker.
It is estimated that 700hours were
required to choreograph the dance.
Cornish, an associate professor of
dance who has been at WMU since
1967,said she began the choreography
last spring, completing it in the fall.
But, she noted, modifications are still
being
made.
Dr.
Elisabeth
Hetherington, professor and chairperson, WMUdance department, said
it takes up to 100hours to choreograph
one minute of dance.
The eight dances to be done at OSU
were selected as most representative
of the best in dance and choreography
at American colleges and universities, according to Hetherington.
A graduate of the University of
Michigan, Cornish holds a master's
degree
from
WMU.
She
choreographed "Entrelazar" to the
musical accompaniment of VillaLobos' "Bachianas Brasileiras NO.5
for Soprano and Cellos."

CAMPUS COlliN DAR

MARCH
23-Film "Women in Love," 3750Knauss Hall, 4p.m. and 7p.m.
23-Awa~s ceremony and reception for student art show, Grand Tier,
Miller Auditorium, 8 p.m.
.
.
23-Student recital, Jeffrey Powell and Jerry Ryan, pianists, Oakland
Recital Hall, 8p.m.
23-Math lecture, "Computer assisted interpretation of data using dec~ion
equations," by Dalia Motzkin, WMU, Math Commons Room, sixth
floor, Everett Tower, 4p.m.; coffee at 3:30p.m.
23-31-Art exhibit, The College of Ge~eral Studies' Faculty Collection,
Space Gallery, 2700Knauss Hall, daily.
24-Good Friday holiday for all students, faculty and staff.
26-Easter Sunday.
.
27-Registration, cheerleading clinic and tryouts, 224Gary Center, 3:30-5
p.m.
27-Lectures, Dr. Clarence W. Minkel, MSU, "Impressions of Recent
Development in Brazil," Faculty Lounge, Student Center, 3 p.~., and
"Promises and Pitfalls in the Economic Development of Brazil," 311
WoodHall, 7:30p.m .
28-30-Cheerleading clinic for WMUstudents, 128Gary Center, 4-5:30p.m.
28-Physics lecture, Dr. Joseph Cleveland, CMU, "Distortion in the Hi-Fi
System," 1110RoodHall, 4:15p.m.
.
28-Faculty recital, Candace Goetz, soprano, Oakland Recltal Hall, 8p.m.
*28-Mel Blanc, Hollywoodcartoon impressionist, Miller Auditorium, 8p.m.
*28-30-Meeting, Michiana Chapter, Institute ofManagement Sciences, "The
MS in Operations Research and Related Programs," 2050Industrial
Engineering and Technology Bldg., 4-4:50p.m., March 28; "Production Resources Planning: Man, Machine and Space," 2050I&ET Bldg.,
12:20-12:50p.m., March 29; "Management Science Applications:
Overview," 1110Rood Hall, 3-3:50p.m., March 30; "Using Statistics in
a Pharmaceutical Finn," 1110Rood Hall, 4:10-5p.m., March 30; and
"Management Sciences in the Public Interest," President's Dining
Room, 7:30p.m., March 30.
.
.
28and 3O-Participation meetings for WMUstudents em'~lled m Te~ching
and Learning (TEED 300or 301) for the spring sesslOn,2302Sangren
Hall,3p.m ..
*29-Apr.I-Comedy, "The ~ecret Mfairs of Mildred Wild," Shaw Theatre, 8
p.m.
29-Woodwind recital, Kanley Chapel, 2p.m.
29-Brass/Percussion recital, 213Maybee Hall, 2p.m.
29-Western Jazz Quartet, Oakland Recital Hall, 8p.m.
29-Economics lecture, Dr. Anna Schwartz, National Bureau of Economic
Research, "Monetarists 'aDdKeynesians: How Far Apart Are They?"
3750Knauss Hall, 8 p.m.
~3O-Student recital, Sally Gillette, French horn, Oakland Recital Hall, 8
p.m.
.
..
*3O-NewOrleans Ragtime Orchestra concert, Miller Audltorlum, 8 p.m.
30-"New Programs for the Aging: In the World, in the U.S., and in
Baseball Broncos
Michigan," Gerontology Program Series, Student Center, 1p.m.
At Indiana State
30-Math colloquium, talks combining math and operations research, 1110
Following a 4-4-1 showing in
Rood Hall, 3-5p.m.
30-Film, "Loneliness of a Long Distance Runner," 3750Knauss Hall, 4
Florida, Western Michigan's baseball
team opens the northern portion of its
p.m. and 7p.m.
31-Honors College Friday discussion, Dr. Michael Swords, WMU,"Close
1978 schedule with Saturday and
Encounters of the Third Kind," Honors CollegeLounge,3p.m.
Sunday doubleheaders
against
Indiana State University in Terre
31-Multiclinic, Knauss Hall; 9:20a.m.
/
*31-Dance department's "Alumni Scholarship Concert," Miller
Haute.
Auditorium, 8p.m.
Coach Fred Decker's Broncos hit
31- Western WindQuintet, Oakland Recital Hall, 8p.m .
.302 while the pitching staff surrendered 57 walks over 76innings which APRIL
was instrumental in a 6.95earned run
1-2o-Guest Faculty artist, Harris Deller, Ceramics Exhi~ition, Southern
average. WMU's wins came over
Illinois University, Gallery II, openingshow 8p.m. Aprill.
Michigan, 11-1; Big Eight champion
I-Track, WMUvs. Ball State, Kanley Field, 1p.m.
Missouri, 4-2; and 1977College World
1-Graduate recital, Paula Pugh, Miller Auditorium, 7p.m.
Series
representative
Temple
I-New Music Ensemble, Oakland Recital Hall, 8p.m.
_
University, 9-8and 16-6.
2-Collegiate Singers, Kanley Chapel, 3p.m.
2-Graduate recital, Cheryl Chapman, Oakland Recital Hall, 5 p.m.
Cite Three Swimmers
2-Student recital, David Graham, Oakland Recital Hall, 8p.m.
3-Keyboard recital, Kanley Chapel, 3p.m.
Western Michigan's 1978women's
3-Lecture, Dr. Wayne A. Wiegand, U. of Kentucky, "Popular Culture: A
swinuning team members have voted
NewFrontier for Academic Libraries," G-130WaldoLibrary, 7:30p.m.
Carol Kolon and Lyn Olthouse as "co3-American Cancer Society clinic on breast self-examination, Health
most valuable' and Grace Trombka
Services Bldg., 6-8p.m.-also April 4, 9:30-12noonand 3-5:30p.m.
as "most improved" perfonners of
*
Indicates
admission fee charged.
this year's squad.
Honor Slocum, Postula
Freshman Tom Slocum has been
selected as the "most valuable"
perfonner on Western's 1977-78men's
swimming team while "most improved" honors went to first-year
diver Jack Postula. They were
selected by a vote their teammates.
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Talks on Hi-Fi Distortion

LA Alumni Meet

Western alumni living in the Los
Dr. Joseph Cleveland, assistant Angeles, Calif., area have been inprofessor of physics at Central vited to dinner Saturday, March 25,at
Michigan University, will present a Mission Viejo Country Club, Los
free, public, physics lecture on Angeles. Special guests from
"Distortion in the Hi-Fi System," at Western's Alumni Relations Office
4:15 p.m. Tuesday, March 28, in 1110 will be Gary P. Brown, director, and
Rood Hall.
YvormeSpaulding, assistant director ..

Teacher Ed.
Meetings Set
Participation meetings for all WMU
students enrolled in Teaching and
Learning (TEED 300 or TEED 301)
for the coming spr~ session here
will be held at 3 p.m. on Tuesday,
March 28,arid Thursday, March 30,in
2302Sangren Hall.
A make-up meeting for those unable
to attend one of the March dates is
scheduled for 3 p.m. Tuesday, May 2,
in the same room.
The meetings provide information
about how students are placed in
schools and agencies, what is expected of them, what they gain from
the experience,
and possible
placement opportunities. In addition,
they will be given more details concerning the course.
Similar meetings for those taking
the classes during the fall semester
will be at 10 a.m. Tuesday, April 4,
and at 3 p.m. Tuesday, April 11,both
in 2304Sangren Hall.
A makeup meeting will be
scheduled for the first week of the fall
semester, according to Norma L.
Hungerford, assistant professor of
education
and
professional
development and coordinator of the
participation experience.
Women's Commission
Gives Award Today
The first recipient of the "Western
Woman of the Year" award from the
Commission on the Status of Women
will be announced at an 11:45 a.m.
luncheon today, March 23, in Room
157Student Center.
The recipient will be chosen from
among 11women nominated through
a University-wide process, according
to Dr. Mary Cordier, assistant
professor
of education
and
professional development and a
Commissionmember.
Netmen Face Eight
Foes in Eight Days
Eight matches in as many days are
ahead for Western Michigan's men's
tennis team as it will travel to Kentucky, Tennessee, North Carolina and
Virginia.
Coach Jack Vredevelt's squad
opens play Saturday at Eastern
Kentucky and then faces Kentucky,
East Tennessee, Appalachian State,
North Carolina, Duke, Atlantic
Christian and William & Mary:

Film Series Begins
"Women in Love" will be shownat 4
p.m. and 7 p.m. Thursday, March 23,
here in 2750Knauss Hall as the first
offering in the WMU British Studies
and European Studies Programs'
free, public film series. The film
version of D. H. Lawrence's famous
novel stars Glenda Jackson, Alan
Bates, Oli\:"erReed and Jennie Linden.
_
A second film in the series of three
will be Alan Sillitoe's "Loneliness of a
Long Distance Rurmer," on Thursday, March 30, also at 4 p.m. and 7
p.m. in 3750Knauss Hall.
It features Tom Courtenay and
Michael Redgrave and is directed by
Tony Richardson.

